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THE EFFECTS OF SELF-CONCEPT EXPERIENCES
ON KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN

I

The purpose of the study was to explore changes
occuring in the self concept of kindergarten children
following the teaching of activities dealing with self image.
The activities were taught as an independent class, three
times a week for four weeks.

A pretest and posttest were

used to evaluate the significance of the study.
The participants in the research were chosen at
random from a total population of eighty-five kindergarten
children at one elementary school.

The names of the children

in each of four classrooms were written in alphabetical order
·and a sequential number given to each.

The numbers were

deposited in a box and ten drawn from each classroom,

These

corresponding' numb,ers represented_ the ~hildren selected for'
the study.

Characterisitcs of the students did not include

any stratified sampling.

Their commonality included the

kindergarten level, the school attended, and their Caucasian
origin.
The data were collected by administering Factors III
and VI of the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale.
The tests were given by the homeroom teacher before and after
the intervention of the character education clas'ses.

An oral

examination of the individual was selected as the best testi~g
method for kindergarten children.

The results of the examinations were analyzed by the
t-test.

The findings indicated that measurable differences

did occur.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There is a current move to get "back to basics,"
meaning reading, writing, and arithmetic.

According to

Dr. Jay Mulkey, a training consultant for the American
Institute of Character Education in San Antonio, Texas, character education is also considered as one of the "basics. 111
Character education can be defined as the values a child
accepts which will contribute to his personal conduct through
life.
cept.

Essential to these desired values is a good self conSelf worth is perhaps the most important factor in

determining the extent to which a child will fulfill his basic
needs and is able to achieve his potential.
,

Although I Kentucky
was , the. first.state in the nation
,

to introduce special programs for the teaching of moral and
'

'

spiritual values during the 1950's, the ethical/moral skills
and values tended to be the prime responsibility of the home
and the church.2

Recently, elementary and secondary schools

in Kentucky have been directed by the State Department of

1Jay Mulkey, "Learning Values One of Education Basics,"
The Morehead News, October 5, 1977, p. B-6, cols. 5-6.
2Kentucky Department of Education, Character Education
by the _Members of the Division of Program Development (Frankfort:
n.n., 1977), p. 4.
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Statement and Purpose
The p urpose of this study was to d etermine any
significant chan ge in a student's se lf concept after the
inte rventi on of character educati on classes dealing with
self image.
Signific ance of the Study
Characte r education has been taught haphazardly for
as long as s chools have bee n in existence.

Many teachers

have i ncluded it when teaching other subject matter, but few
have taught the class independent of the exis ting c urriculum.
This study may be

u seful

in determining the desira-

bility of teaching a character education c lass independently
to develop a more desirable se lf conce pt in children of
kindergar ten age.

The data co llecte d could be helpful to

administrators and teacher s who are interested in developing
a program dealing with self conc ept in their re spective
schoo ls or districts.
Definition of Terms
Character education, as defined from various readings,
i s the assimilation of acti v ities that a r e developed for a
classroom situation to assist the student in acquiring more
desirable values, which will contribute to his personal con duct through life.
A value is a preference for something cherished or
desired; it is linked to one 's satisfaction of needs, his
realization of go als and the maint enance of his self concept.

9
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Self concept is defined as the most highly differential perceptions, beliefs, feelings, attitudes, and values
which the individual views as part or characteristic of
himself.lo
Delimitations
The delimitations were:

(1) the study was limited

to forty kindergarten children in one elementary school:
(2) time

spent on the character educatiqn classes was limited

to four weeks; (3) personal norms may not be in harmony with
•

social norms; and (4) self reporting, being a subjective
method of evaluation, was used. All measures of self reporting,
however, include the idea of desirability or undersirability. 11
Hypothesis
The total group score of forty kindergarten students
enrolled in a character education class for four weeks,
involving th~~e _tgirty-,minut~ p~i;iods a week, will show.an
''I

,

. ''

I

increase in the self concept level of the group , ·as measured
by the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale.
Summary
The character education program mandated by the
Kentucky State Department of Education is experimental in

9rbid. , p. 452.
lOibid., p. 220.
11Boyd R. McCandless, Children's Behavior and

Development (Hinsdale:

Dryden Press, 1967), p. 260.
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areas of content, approach, procedure, and evaluation.
Actual experiences may provide some emergent leads and
corrections.

Although limited, this study attempted to

modify the self concept of kindergarten children involved
in classes that dealt with the above variables.

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
The research discussed in this chapter is categorized
under the headings of (1) educational viewpoints on values,
(2) three approaches to teaching values, and (3) educational
viewpoints on self concept, respectively.
Educational Viewpoints on Values
A review of literature reveals the need for more
research to substantiate answers related to questions concerning the teaching of values.

These questions are concerns

of some parents, educators, and community leaders who are
alarmed about the decline in morals, while crime and rebellion
against authority are on the increase.
The findings
0£ ·research lead educators to believe
'
.

that at the turn of the century the child was exposed to more
value education in the school, church, and home.

Schools put .

more emphasis on a daily prayer, religion, and value education.
Churches were more dogmatic in their standards of right and
wrong.

Likewise, parental authority was stronger.
The values held now may be affected by less stable

homes, more working mothers, and greater population mobility
which has made it necessary for social agencies, particularly
the school, to assume a larger share of responsibility for
7

8

the development of the young. 12
by the classroom teacher. 13

The main burden can b.e born

We have found that several kinds of problems children
exhibit in school and at home are a result of a lack of values~ 4
Benjamin Bloom believes that early environment is crucial to
the transmission of values for three reasons:

(1) the ra~id

growth of selected characteristics in the early years; (2) the
developments of one period of growth are in part determined
by the earlier developments; and (3) they in turn influence
and determine the nature of later developments. 15 Assumptions
can be made that the transmission of values through periods
of a life will likewise be transmitted through generations.
Since values are a product of a child's experiences,
teachers cannot be authoritative in areas dealing with belief,
interest, attitude, and purpose.

Rather, they are encouraged

to raise questions and prepare a child to examine these areas.
.
.
When necessary, ·teachers, mus,t in.form a student that th_ere ar';l
1
I

I

I

\

•

instances where· his decision .is not allowed.'· °For· examp,le, a
child could not be permitted to engage in activities which
12 Kaoru Yamamoto, The Child and His Image (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1972), p. 57.
13Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney E. Simon,
Values and Teaching (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1966),
14 Ibid., p. 4.
15 Benjamin S. Bloom, Stability and Chanfe in Human
Characteristics (New York: John Wiley & Sons,964), p. 215.
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might result in serious danger or consequences to himself or
others.

When such activities are reveale·d, a teacher may

directly intervene.

Obviously, the effort of the teacher is

without value unless in some way it modifies the conduct of
the pupils. 16 ·When modifying conduct, the teacher should
be aware of the fact that self image may also be emerging.
Accordingly, the instructor should remember the importance
of warm interpersonal relationships as the child searches
for self identity. 17
Conduct must be taught in the classroom or wherever
education goes on if our young are to be taught skills basic
to their welfare.

Educators have advanced far beyond the

point of thinking that education is chiefly concerned with
the acquisition of knowledge, and have come to a broader view
that education must fit a child for life in a complex social
environment.

Learning that effectl3 a positive change in one's

self concept_ is perh11,ps the, most signifi,cant· ,learning any of
.

'

us acquires. 181
In 1967 Crovetto, Fischer, and Bourdreaux developed
a modified Headstart curriculum specifically designed to
16w. C. Bagley, "The School's Responi;;ibility for
Developing the Controls of Conduct," The Elementary School
Journal, (75th Anniversary Issue, 1975), p. 30.
17 Hugh V. Perkins, Human Development and Learning
(Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing, 1969), p. 220.
18 Ibid. , p. 216.
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affect the child's self concept in a positive direction. 19
A control group and an experimental group of pre-kindergarten
children were pretested and posttested by the Draw-a-Man
Test.

The experimental group was exposed to the designed

curriculum.

The data revealed that the experimental class

members showed gains on the Draw-a-Man Test while the c9ntrol
'
group did not. 20 The experimental curriculum appeared to be
effective in helping to develop a positive self concept in
children.
The teacher of young children real,izes an important
part of a kindergarten curriculum is teaching the child to
adhere to the rules _and expectations of his culture.

Long

before he understands them, the child learns and applies
these rules.

As the child internalizes these standards and
mores, he develops a conscience. 21 At this maturity level,
the child is learning to relate socially to the attitudes of
his family, tea<;!hers, _and peers:,
' ' Teacher,s_ '. attitudes abo1,1t stµdents can best be described
by research done by Rosenthal and Jacobson in 1968. 22 Their
basic hypothesis was that students do what is expected of them.
They proceeded to tell teachers in an elementary school of
about 650 students that about one-fifth of the children could
19william W. Purkey, Self Concept and School Achievement (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1970), p. 44.
20 rbid.
21 Perkins, op. cit., p. 272.
22 Purkey, op. cit., p. 48.
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be expected to disclose significant increases in mental
ability during the year.

The teachers were given names of

students with a high potential,who in reality had been chosen
at random.

When intelligence tests and other measures were

administered some months later, those identified as potential
achievers tended to score significantly higher than did the
children who had not been so identified.

The researchers

found that these children were later described by their
teachers as being happier and more apt to be successful than
were the other children.

This may have been accomplished,

according to the researchers, by modifying the child's self
concept, his expectations of his own behavior, and his moti-.
.
23
vat1.on;
The development of these values is a process that
lasts a lifetime.

Professor R. S. Peters remarks, "But from

the point of view of moral education, it makes all the dif.
24
ference at what age and in whc!,t manner habits are formed."
'

'

•

'

'

•

j

'

Benjamin Bloom states that seventeen percent of .the intellectual growth takes place between four and six years old.
Assuming this

is true,

25

the kindergarten year has a far

reaching effect on the values and conduct of a child.

This

year naturally affects his feelings of self worth.
23 Ibid.
24 c. Hamm, "The Role of Habit in Moral Education,"
Educational Theory, (Fall 1975), p. 417.
25 Thomas Daniels Yawkey and Steven B. Silvern,
"Kindergarten Goals and Contemporary Education," The Elementary School Journal, (September, 1976), p. 25.
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It seems reasonable to conclude that a child's values
stem from his experiences.

His self concept is a result of

these experiences, and therefore his behavior may be consistent with his self iII)age.

Many expressed concerns seem to

advocate teaching value education in school.

Since all

learning begins early, it may be logical to start a preschool
experience with activities that are conducive to improving a
child's value system.
Three Approaches to Teaching Values
There are three well-known methods of teaching
character education in the classroom to improve conduct or
self concept, since one seems to be consistent with the other.
These are the traditional, moral reasoning, and values clarification approaches.

None of these are ~uggested as the best,

and a teacher might benefit by becoming familiar with all
three.
'

i

approach is cha;acteriz,ed' by ,setting
The traditional
I
examples, repetition, limiting choices, inspiring rules and
regulations, practicing cultural and religious.dogma, and
appealing to the conscience.

The teacher may use positive or

negative reinforcement, dramatization, games or simulations
when using this method of teaching values.
W. C. Bagley from the State Normal and Training School
in Oswego, New York, said those of us

who refrain from doing

unseemly things and live ordinary decent lives do so largely
through habit. 26

He used habit as a reason for people not

13

stealing a diamond ring, if given the opportunity.

This

suggests that habit has been drilled into us from earliest
infancy.

His theory was that if we had to reason ourselves

into being good, we would not be good very long.
Being good means having such values as love, cooperation, trust, acceptance, joy, dignity, respect for individual
differences, compromise, truth, understanding, and reverence.
However the seeds of good conduct are sown, some must come
from the influence of the school.

Educational theory has

always recognized the fact that human conduct is determined
by the factor of habit, and the duty of the school is

to

develop efficient habits essential to moral education,- emotional development, and a good self image.
Aristotle believed that it is the repeated performance
27
of just and temperate actions that produces virtue.
Students, nevertheless, face unique problems and situations whe_re
moral, rules require
revision
and' adaptation
in
chang:j.n,g
cir,
r
'
:
!
..
cumstances.

Self concept will determine th13 way a child

interprets and adapts to these instances.
Another rationale for using the traditional methods
of teaching values is the notion that certain values are
universal or absolute.

Tradition would not require us to

question these values, but merely to act according to them.
An example of this would be obeying the Ten Commandments.

26 Bagley, op. cit., p. 34.
27H amm, 1 oc. cit.
.
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Educators, however, fear that if a child becomes
habituated in behavior according to adult rules, he may continue to live thoughtlessly by these rules even when he
reaches the age of reason.

The preferred expectation would

be for the child to follow adult rules until he is able to
understand the underlying reasons; but then decide if reason
is consistent with his habits and change them if they are not.
If it were possible for a child to avoid action before
he reached the age, of reason, then the logical order for moral
living would be an ideal state.

According to Piaget, the age

of moral reasoning does not take place until roughly age seven,
but children must acquire living habits before then. 28 Inevitably, the manner of inculcating these habits into children
will be the traditional forms of coercion and drill.

Upon

reaching the age of reason, the ideal situation would be for
the child to realize that the .habits he has are, in fact,
reasonable.

\

'
''
'

,,,
.,

I

'

''

The second aI/proach for teaching values'is the moral
reasoning approach which focuses primarily on values such as
fairness, justice, equality, and human dignity.

The student

is read a story, shown a film, or otherwise presented with a
moral dilemma.

He. is then urged to state a position on the

dilemma, provide reasons for his position and discuss his
reasons with others.
28 Hamm, op. cit., p. 427.
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Lawrence Kohlberg has developed the moral reasoning
approach by formulating a three level development theory
which suggests children move from an amoral stage to a stage
.
.
.
.
o f concern f or o th ers, Justice,
reciprocity,
an d equa 1·ity. 29
The first level is the "preconventional level" where a child
age five to seven believes in doing what is right only because
violation entails punishment or conformity generates pleasure.
The next level is the "conventional level," where the child's
morality develops with age and education in ways that will
gain approval and satisfy expectations of others.

At the

highest "autonomous level," the child comes to understand the
intrinsic value of being law abiding and ethical.
Kohlberg critics maintain that the link between reasoning morally and acting morally is weak, and that his focus
on developing the cognitive side of morality neglects the
affective side.

These critics say morality is better achieved

by setting examples and fostering identification with moral
'

'

adults, thus encouraging the desired values.

'.

Kohlberg's

defense is the fact that he has more data to support his view
than have his critics. 30
The third approach for value education is the clarification approach which relies on the wisdom of the organism
to decide which values are negative and which are positive.
This approach uses a wide range of methods including large
29 Amitai Etzioni, "Special Feature on Values,"
Today's Education, (September-October 1977), p. 30.
3 olbid.
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and small group discussions, individual and group work, rank
orders and forced choices, sensitivity and listening techniques, soap and art work, games and simulation, real and
contrived dilemmas, personal journals and interviews. 31
Sidney Simon of the University of Massachusetts has
developed and sold many of his values clarification kits
that were designed for this approach. 32 The kit reflects
his approach of neutrality where there are no right or wrong
an~wers to a moral situation.

All responses are right as

long as one can give a reason for them.

He suggests that

adults who wish to help children develop values should encourage them to make choices freely, to consider what it is they
prize, and then to behave accordingly.

If a teacher has only

one answer in mind for a situation, most likely the individual
is not given the option to use the valuing process. A coerced
choice is no choice.

When asked whether a child might end

up developing the wrong ;values by this method,, Simon states,
l,•

'

•

'

•

I I

"Our position is that we respect the•child's right to decide
upon the value. 1133 He advises teachers to avoid moralizing,
criticizing, or evaluating when discussing morals.

Responses

should not be used for interview purposes or to obtain data,
but to encourage the student to clarify his ideas.

It is

anticipated that a feeling of self worth will result.
31Kentucky Department of Education, op. cit., p. 32.
32 Etzioni,
· · op. ci.,
"t
p. 32 .
33 Ibid.
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Critics point to the neutrality of Simon's approach
as its main weakness. 34 This neutrality, however, is the
main selling point for his "clarification kit" because the
teacher does not have to decide whose values to teach, and
he is therefore protected by it.

In any case, it cannot be

expected that the use of a morals kit will neutralize teachers'
morals or hide them completely.
The three approaches discussed may be characterized
by their main ideas.

The traditional approach to teaching

values could be described as basically drill or habit leading
to an acceptance of adult values as being absolute.

Kohlberg's

moral reasoning leads us to believe that a child's understanding of values moves from one stage to another from age
five until he reaches an age of autonomy.

The value clarifi-

cation approach allows a child to make choices, and as long
as he can give a reason for his selection, his choice is
accepted.

All of these have some ideas t:h~t may be basic to
'

good value judgment, and therefore good self concept. .
Educational Viewpoints on Self Concept
Self concept originates from four major sources:
(1) the impressions a child receives from others, (2) his
own accumulated expe~iences, (3) his ability to live up to
and to internalize the goals set for him, and (4) the capacity
35
to evaluate his performance on the basis of his standards.
34 Ibid.
35 Robert D. Hess and Doreen J. Croft, Teachers of
Young Children (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1972), p. 201.
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Assuming that this is true, significant others and perception
of self, early learning, scholastic success, and evaluation
all play an important role in the development of self concept.
It is evident that a child enters school with all sorts of
ideas about himself and his abilities. 36 He has labeled himself as to his worth as a human being, and his self image
influences whatever he does, wherever he goes.

Next to the

home, the school is the single most important force in shaping
the child's self concept. 37
During the growing up process, "significant others"
help to form the self concept of a child through accumulated
social contacts and experiences. 38 These significant others
are parents, teachers, and peers who profoundly affect young
people, and precondition the development of self concept.
The family is basic, because it provides so much of the young
child's education. 39 The appropriate educational experiences,
however, can add to what the best family c;an do.
to influence a child,

a teacher

In order

must become a significant

person in the eyes of the child.
people whom we see as unimportant.

None of us are changed by
The way a teacher becomes

36 Purkey, op. cit., p. 37.
37 Purkey, op. cit., p. 40.
38wallace D. Labenne and Bert I. Greene, Educational
Implications of Self-Concept Theory (California: Goodyear
Publishing, 1969), p. 20.
39 Robert H. Anderson and Harold G. Shane, As The Twig
Is Bent (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971), p. 278.
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significant rests on two forces:
(1) what he be.lieves and
(2) what he does. 40 Available evidence indicates that a
teacher's attitudes toward himself and others are as important, if not more so, than his· techniques, practices, or materials.41

If the self concept is made an integral part of the

curriculum, it is because the teacher made it happen.

The

beautiful compensation of developing favorable self concepts
in students is that the teacher cannot build positive self
42
concepts in students without building his own.
A child's peers contribute greatly, but many times
unknowingly, to his image of self.

What a child believes

about himself is partly a function of how others see him or
how he infers this from their behavior toward him. 43 Their
comments, their approval or disapproval, their concern for
his welfare, their inclusion or exclusion of him from their
activities may influence the way a child sees and values
himself.

' I

"

Sharon B. Lord completed a study in 1970 that was to
determine if the self concepts of economically poor, Appalachian "hollow" children would differ from the self concepts
of urban, economically advantaged, Appalachian children.
40 Purkey, op. cit., p. 45.
41 Ibid.
42 Purkey, op. cit., p. 65.
43 Labenne and Greene, op. cit., p. 13.
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Self concept was measured by tota l score on the PiersHarris Self-Concept Inventory and s ub- scores on each of its
six factors.

The instrument was administered during

the

spring of 1969 to intact classes of third , sixth, and tenth
grade chi l dren in nine schoo ls.
The se conclusions were drawn:

( 1) economic mix of

"hollow" school population is not r elated to the self concept
of the economicall y poor child; ( 2) self concepts of economically advantaged, urban Appalachian chi ldren are more positive
than are the self concepts of (a ) economically poor Appala chian "hol l ow" children attendin g schoo l s composed of entirely
economically poor children, and those of (b) economically
poor, Appalachian " hollow" children attending schools composed
of both economical l y poor and economica lly advantaged "hollow"
chi ldren ; (3) se lf concepts o f economica lly poor, Appalachian
"ho llow" childr en attending s chool s composed entirely of economically poor children and tho se o f economically poor, Appa lachian "hollow" children attending schools composed of both
economically poor a nd economically advan t aged "hollow" children are " average" when compar ed with the self concept of the
national population; and (4) the self concepts of three group s
of Appalachian children do no t vary by sex rela t ive to each
other , except in c as e of se lf-atti t ude concerning anxiety. 44

44 Pa t ricia Colling, e d., Dis sertation Abstracts
In terna t iona l, Vo l . 31/ 12-A, Self-Concepts of Appalachian
Children: A Comparative Study of Economically Poor and
Economicall Advan ta ed Childr en Usin the Piers-Harris
e - oncept nventory Ann r or,
c igan :
niversity
Microfilms International, 1971) , p. 6406 -A .
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Regardless of environment, at no time in life is the
individual more ready to learn avidly and quickly to become
big in the sense of sharing obligations and performance than
in the preschool period. 45 Sharing this idea is Benjamin
Bloom of the University of Chicago.

He implies that the right

experience must come at the right time or the potential must
forever remain unrealized. 46 Maria Montessori believed that
the mental development in the years three through six proceeds
at such a rapid rate that this period must not be wasted. 47
Assuming these opinions are valid, the five year old should
respond well to self concept activities.
Supportive of this idea is Marilyn S. Jasik who conducted a study in 1972 to explore the possibility of teachers
and aides improving self concepts of pre-kindergarten children in school.

The study focused on the behavior of adults

and children as they engaged in activities intended to improve
chtldren' s self ·concepts.

Th~ study's,basic' position ,was
'

'

that low self concepts are identifiable in young children and
can be changed by appropriate, successful activities planned
and carried out by facilitating adults.
The focus on the young child's self concept related
to research designates the following:

self concepts are

formed early in life and tend to remain stable; a relationship
45 Anderson and Shane, op. cit. , p. 29.
46 Anderson and Shane, loc. cit.
47 Yamamoto

'

op. cit., p. 68.

0

'.J
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exists between achievement and self concept; children's perceptions of teachers' feelings toward them correlate positively with self perceptions and achievement, suggesting the
self-fulfilling prophecy; self concept stands in a causal
relationship to reading achievement. 48
The major finding suggested by Jasik's study is that
self concept at the pre-kindergarten level may well be modified by experience in the classroom setting. 49 Secondary
to the study was the finding that girls' self concept scores
were lower than boys'.

Both, however, had similar before-

after differences suggesting that sex is not a factor in the
improvement pattern of self concept change.
Ancillary findings pertinent to Jasik's study suggested that self concept development does take place in the
reality of the classroom.

Experiences appeared to affect

children's self concepts.

Teachers' and aides' behaviors

revealed attitudes and actions which may reasonably be linked
to ~hild'sel~ concept development.
Another study that may be useful in reaching a conclusion about early childhood experiences in relation to self
concept is one that was conducted by Rosestelle B. Woolner
48 Patricia Colling, ed., Dissertation Abstracts
International, Vol. 33/06-A, Explorin~ Efforts to Improve
Self-Concepts of Pre-Kindergarten Chidren in School (Ann
Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms International, 1972),
p. 2 765-A.
49 Ibid.

D
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in 1966.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

self and ideal self concepts of kindergarten children by:
(1) determining some of the attitudes five~year-olds had
toward themselves; (2) determining if the kindergarten experiences affected these attitudes; and (3) developing a pictorical non-verbal self-concept test which would provide the
kindergarten teacher with an insight to the child's perceptions of himself.SO
Sixty-seven middle-class five-year-old subjects were
divided into four groups.

Two groups used uni~ersity demon-

stration school children; another used private school children;
and another one used children who did not attend kindergarten:
The private school tended to be academically oriented while
the demonstration school program was experience oriented.
The Preschool Self-Concept Picture +est (PS-CPT)
which was designed for this study consisted of ten plates
, with paired pictures cin e'ach plate.
'

The pictures represented

.

personal characteristics inherent' in the 'cultural environment
pf each preschooler.
The Draw-A-Man Test, Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,
and the PS-CPT were administered to all·groups at the beginning of the school year (October).
differences

among

There were no significant

the groups in October.

After the

SOPatricia Colling, ed., Dissertation Abstracts
International, Vol. 27/09-A, Kindergarten Children's SelfGonce ts in Relation to Their Kinder arten Ex eriences
Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Micro 1. ms International,
1976), p. 2761-A.
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kindergarten experiences, groups were tested again in April.
The findings indicated that five-year-old children
involved in this study were able to express attitudes toward
themselves, that kindergarten experiences affected children's
self and ideal self concepts.

The children who did not attend

kindergarten showed little difference in self concept.

The

pictorial method used in this investigation of self concept
holds some promise for use in kindergarten classrooms to provide insight into the child's perceptions of self.
All of these findings may be useful in convincing us
of the need for an early childhood program that promotes a
good self image which is basic to all a child sees and does.
Teaching something new is easier than stamping out one set
of learned behaviors and replacing them by a new set. 51
This idea may be reinforced by Janet R. Brown's study
in 1967 designed to explore changes occurring in eighth grade
students' self conc~pts and ac~demic achi~vement after a short
'

term sullllller enrichment program at Phillips Exeter Academy.

A

secondary concern of the research was the measurement of self
concept itself. 52
The sample for the study was taken from participants
in the Special Urban Program (SPUR) in the summers of 1965
51Bloom, lac. cit.
52 Patricia Colling, ed., Dissertation Abstracts
·
International, Vol. 28/10-A, An Exploratory Study of Chan~e
in Self Concept (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfi ms
International, 1968), p. 3990-A.
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and 1966.

The seventy-three Negro and white eighth grade boys

and girls who were chosen may be generally characterized as
above average, but not superior, in intelligence and achievement as measured by standardized tests.
Self concept was measured using the Bill's ·Index of
Adjustment and Values and the Rotter Incomplete Sentences
Blank.

A composite measure of self concept was derived from

the IAV and the ISB.

Intelligence was measured using the

Otis Quick Scoring Mental Abilities Test.

Reading and writing

- achievement was measured using the STEP tests. Overall achievement was determined using the grade point average.

A variety

of background variables were assessed through a specially
designed questionnaire.
The results of the study indicated that no change
occurred in the girls' self concepts nor in the girls' academic achievement.

For the boys, there were slight changes

in a negative direction in self concepts and a major change
in a negative direction in academic achievement.

Also, self

concept was found to correlate with social class, number of
siblings, and perception of parental authority patterns.
Students are highly motivated to achieve goals that
are consistent with their self concept. 53 Although studies
on this subject do not provide clear evidence about which
comes first, the positive self concept or the scholastic
53
James Kuethe, T;::_h=e___:T;.;e;,.;a;:;.c;:;.h=i""n"'g.._--"L"'e;:;.a,c.rn~""i"'n"'g~P_r_o_c,...,.e.,.s_s
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott Foresman, 1968), p. 120.
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success, they do stress a strong relationship. 54

This gives

us reason to assume that enhancing the self image of a child
is a vital influence on improving academic performance.

The

emphasis in kindergarten is not in preparing the child for
formal education, but in helping him live a full, rich life
as a maturing child. 55 This does not mean that the intellectual development of the child be ignored, but it shows
that educators have recognized the total growth process of
the ch~ld to be important and have learned the importance of
a rich and varied content program that will challenge the
youn_g child of today. 56 Accordingly, a teacher should show
a child that certain goals may be within his reach, and if he
thinks he is capable of improving his academic performance,
he will usually try.

He is motivated to acquire a skill that

he believes he is capable of acquiring, and therefore enhances
his self concept.

A valuable part of a child's educational

experience is· having been• with . adults who 1!'-ade their rules
and expectations clear and offered reasons for them. 57 The
'

I

'

'

teacher should always be careful to criticize the performance
of the child, rather than the child, to prevent negative
feelings of self worth.

54Purkey, op. cit., p. 27.
55Morella Mensing, Toda 's Christian Kinder
(St. Louis, Missouri: Concor ia Pub is ing House,
p. 18.
56 rbid.
57 Hess and Croft, op. cit., p. 210.
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Teacher expectations and attitudes affect the child's
evaluation of self, which is a totally private and subjective
experience.

By definition, self concept is never observable

by another person, and the most the researcher or teacher can
hope for is to make somewhat accurate and approximate guesses.
Self reporting is probably the most common means of obtaining
a measure of self concept. 58 Despite its subjective nature,
the self report yields evidence that can be obtained in no
other way.

Suggestions are offered that the child's responses

in the interview may be influenced by his beliefs about the
adults' expectations of him. 59
Using a self reporting measure, Richard J. Ozehosky
initiated a study in 1967 to analyze differences between
60
individual children's self concepts in kindergarten.
The study sought to determine difference~ in the following
variables:

sex, ordin_al positions, and. teacher ratings versus

children's self perceptions.
The initi'al population·in this study was composed of
i,042 boys and girls who attended thirty-seven kindergarten
classes in nine elementary schools of a large suburban Long
Island school system.

All subjects were rated by their

teachers on the Teacher Rating Scale of Subjects Self-Attitudes.
58 Labene and Greene, loc. cit.
59Millie Almy, Edward Chittenden, and Paula Miller,
Younf Children's· Thinking (New York: Teachers College Press,
1966 , p. 7.
60 Patricia Colling, ·ed, , Dis.sertation Abstracts
International, Vol. 28/04-A, Children's Self-Concept and
Kindergarten Achievement (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University
Microfilms International, 1967), p. 1308-A.
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These ratings, following statistical analysis provided the
investigator with two

criterion

concept boys and girls.

groups, high and low self

The final sample consisted of one-

hundred children, the twenty-five highest and twenty-five
lowest global self concept boys, and the twenty-five highest
and twenty-five lowest global self concept girls, thus yielding
a sample, approximately ten percent of the original population.
Three measuring instruments were used.

The U-Scale,

a non-verbal measure, and the Quantified Self-Concept Inventory,
a verbal instrument, provided evaluations of self concept.
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests were used in order to obtain.
a measure of achievement.
The basic conclusions resulting from this investigation were:

(1) self concept demonostrates definite func-

tional utility at the kindergarten level; (2) teacher ratings
of children's self concept are stable over time and are in
congruence with children's self concept as measured by a nonverbal self concept instrument, the U-Scale; and (3) the lack
of verbal proclivity at this age level may invalidate the
results obtained on a verbal self concept instrument.
The last statement in the above·study may lead us to
discuss other aspects of measuring self concept. One difficulty
. bl es. 61
is that researchers attempt to measure too many varia
The independent assessment of each faction of self concept
61 Labenne and Greene, op. cit., p. 110.
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is, therefore, complicated.

Another reason for difficulty of

measurement is that more often than not the research developed
his own instrument to test his theories.

These instruments

are often not valid or reliable and almost impossible to gain
possession of, since they are usually not published.

Con-

sidering the difficulty of measurement, conclusions may be
drawn that a valid and reliable self reporting instrument is
the most accurate method of evaluating the way a child feels
about himself.
The importance of these feelings challenges educators
as never before to find the necessary means to develop a
stable self concept through the use of significant others,
meaningful childhood experiences, scholastic success, and
proper methods and use of evaluation.

The only predictions

that can be made about the future are that it will be different and change a constant way of life. 62 A review of
literature sugge,sts that a well adjusted ,Person can adapt to
, I

change.
I

Summary
The search. of literature related to this study revealed
that there are many concerns about value education.

These

concerns involve questions as to where, what, when, and how
something can be done about the reported decline in our childrens' value systems.
61 Labenne and Greene, op. cit., p. 110.
62 Yamamoto, 9p. cit.,
.
p. 80 .
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The research studied seemed to suggest that schools
play a major role in dealing with this problem since a
child's values are shaped by all of his experiences.
self concept may be a result of these experiences.

His
Therefore,

the school curriculum should offer a positive approach in
dealing with self image.

This could invo1ve teacher-pupil

relationships, peer relationships, teacher expectations,
activities designed to affect the child's self concept positively, and an environment that invites a good feeling about
oneself.
Since learning is consistent with self concept, values
may ~e effectively taught in a school situation as early as
possible.

Most experts agree that mental development in the

very early years proceeds at a more rapid rate than in later
school years. Two of the related studies provided supporting
evidence that a kindergarten education involving self concept
activities showed more posit~ve results't~a~ did studies
I

'

,,

'

I

'

0

involving ol der groups.
The question of how to approach and evaluate the idea
of self concept may be decided by the school administration
and the pupils.

The three approaches discussed were the tra-

ditional, the moral reasoning, and the value clarification
method.

None of these were suggested as the best, and in the

teaching process,

they could possibly overlap.

The self

report was suggested as the most accurate method for evaluating self concept when using either of the three approaches.
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The related studies supported the statements made
about experiences shaping the self concept and they provided
support for early teaching of values.

I•

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Sample Selection
The forty students involved in this study were from
a total population of eighty-five kindergarten children in
one elementary school.

The method of selection was by ran-

dom sampling.
The names of the children in each of four classrooms
were written in alphabetical order and a sequential number
given to each.

The numbers were deposited in a container

and ten were drawn to represent each classroom.
Characteristics of the students from the total population did not include stratified sampling such as I.Q. or
sex.

No biases were ·expected as .a result of' this. random
'

1 '·'

procedure, and all participants remained anonymous.
· Instrumentation and Data Collection
The first method suggested for evaluation of the
effectiveness of a character education program is a selfconcept scale. 63 In conjunction with this, the Piers-Harris
Children's Self-Concept Scale was selected as the measuring
instrument for this study.

The scale measured the way a

63 Kentucky Department of Education, op. cit:, p. 45.
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child feels about himself.

Factor III, "Physical Appearance

and Attributes," and Factor VI, "Happiness and Satisfaction,"
were the only factors of the self concept scale to be considered in this study.
Data were collected by administering Factors III and
VI to the selected children before and after the intervention
of the character education classes dealing with self concept.
The tests were administered individually by the children's
homeroom teachers, and the responses were taken orally.

The

answers were recorded and returned to the writer after the
posttest was given.
Data Analysis
The statistical design used for this study was a one
group design that allowed for a pretest, treatment, and a
posttest.
The instrument used for data collection wa·s conducive
to a, pretest and postte~t situati9n. · After the ·pretest was
given, the treatment, a series of character education classes,
was administered by the selected children's homeroom teachers.
This treatment consisted of ten activities that dealt with
self concept (see Appendix C).

These activities were taught

over a period of four weeks, involving three thirty-minute
class periods per week.

After the class was completed, the

posttest was administered, and the data tabulated.
was applied to the data.

The t-test
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Sunnn~
/

The children for this study were selected by random

sampling.

They were pretested, taught a series of activities,

and posttested using the one group design.

The testing

instrument was the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale.
The results of these tests provided the necessary data for
the study.

The t-test was used to analyze the data.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS
Data presented and analyzed in this. chapter consist
of a student profile, a teacher profile, and an interpretation of the pretest and posttest raw scores.

The hypoth-

esis stated that a positive change in self concept would
occur in the selected group studied.

To obtain the necessary

data, a pretest was given to the children prior to the teaching
of activities dealing with self concept.

A posttest was

administered after the activities were taught, and the scores
from both tests were compared.

According to the t-test analy-

sis, there was a significant change of self concept in a
positive dire_ction.
Pupil Profiles
The students studied consisted of forty kindergarten
children, ages five and six.
and seventeen females.

There were twenty-three males

All of the children were Caucasian

and attended Millard Elementary School in Pike County,
Kentucky.

Ten students were randomly selected from each of

four kindergarten classrooms.

Twenty of the children were

enrolled in a state supported kindergarten.

Ten were from a

Headstart kindergarten and ten were from a Title I classroom.
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Table 1
Pupil Profiles
Selected Children

Categories

N=40

Sex

Male
Female

Age

Five
Six

36

White
Other

40

Kindergarten
Other

40

Ethnic Origin
Grade Level

Classroom
Attended

23

17
4

0

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

1
2
3

4

0

10
. 10
10

Teacher Profiles
Four teachers from one element~ry' scqpol,~ere instro'

.

' 'mental in conducting'this study.

Three of the teachers had

B.S. degrees, and one is presently working toward a degree.
They ranged in age from thirty-five to sixty years, and their
teaching experience ranged from two years to thirty-five years.
Two of the teachers have taught various grades in addition to
kindergarten, while two have taught only ~indergarten.

One

of the teachers was a r~tired teacher who substituted in
kindergarten during the students' involvement in the study.
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Table 2
Teacher Profiles
Teachers Participating
Categories

N=4

Degree
Attained

Bachelor of Science Degree
70 Hours Toward B.S. Degree

3

Certification

Elementary
None·

3

15-35 Years
2-3 Years

2

Experience

1
1

2

Grades Taught
Previously

1
Third and Kindergarten
2
Kindergarten Only
Kindergarten and Various Grades 1

Grades Taught
Presently

Kindergarten
Retired (Substitute)

1

Age

Thirties
Forties
Fifties

2
1
1

3

An Interpretation of Pretest and Posttest Raw Scores

Table 3 shows the pretest and posttest raw scores,
their differences, and their totals.
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Table 3
A Summation of Pretest and Posttest Raw Scores

Pupil

Pretest
Raw
Score

Posttest
Raw
Score

Pupil

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
' 16
17
18
19
20

13
18
6
18
16
13
15
17
19
14
18
16
18
19
18.
17
16
16
11
19

17
20
10
19
19
20
19
19
18
18
20
18
20
16
19
18
18
16
18
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
'36
37
38
39
40

'

Totals

Prete:st Posttest
Raw
Raw
Score
Score

'

16
16
16
12
15
18
16
8
15
15
10
6
11
13
•11
16 '
13
8
11.
10

20
20
20
17
20
20
20
16
19
19
18
19
19
16
19
18
18
18
19
15

578

732

Summary
The probability of obtaining at-value greater
64
than 3.43 is .001 for 78 degrees of freedom.
The
64 Bruce W. Tuckman, Conducting Educational Research
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972), p. 370.
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mean achievement gain for the group studied was 3.85.

A

t-test was used to determine the significance in mean gain
scores.

The obtained value of 5.95 exceeded the critical

value of "t" at the .001 level.

This allows for a valid

conclusion that the difference between the means is a real
difference rather than a chance difference.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary
Interest in this study developed when the Kentucky
Department of Education directed educators to include character education as a part of their existing curriculum . . A
review of literature suggested that the val~es a child could
be taught ranged from values needed in society to values of
human dignity, but positive self concept is basic to constructive action on any of these values.
The purpose of the study was to explore changes
.occurring in the self concept of kindergarten children fol.lowing the teachin,g ~f activities designed. t~ imp~c:ive self
'
'
.
image. Forty.chi}dren were selected at random and subsequentlY:
taught these activities independently of other classes.

They

were taught three times a week for four weeks.
Prior to teaching the activities, the children were
pretested by the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale.
Innnediately following the four weeks of teaching, a posttest
was given.

The differences between the means of the pretest

and posttest scores were analyzed by the t-test and the change
in the children's self concept moved in a positive direction.
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Conclusions
Based upon the analysis of the data, this study provides support that:

(1) the treatment, which included ten

activities designed to improve self concept, was successful;
(2) the time, which was limited to thirty minutes a day, three
times a week for four weeks, was sufficient to improve self
concept; (3) the procedure, which involved. teaching the class
independently of other subjects, was dependable; (4) the
method, a combination of the traditional and values clarification, was conducive to learning skills basic to good self
image; and (5) the evaluation, a self report, showed a change
of the selected groups' self concept in a positive direction.
Recommendations
Recommendations are:

(1) the need for more research

to determine the significance of teaching values by different
methods to various age _groups; and (Z) the longitudinal testing
' the children studied to obtain additional data.
in one year of

The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale should be used.
Implications
The findings indicated that a change in self concept
did occur as measured by the t-test analysis.

·This study,

however, implies the need for additional research that will
provide data to confirm the validity of teaching character
education independently as opposed to the teaching of values
with other subject matter.

-------
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Teachers are teaching values every day by expectation
or demand, praise or rejection, and by gestures, appearance,
orderliness, or general classroom environment.

Educators

seemingly agree this is a haphazard way of teaching, and that
while children cannot be given values, they can be given
"skills" to develop value awareness.

,,
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APPENDIX A
TESTING INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Only 15 to 20 minutes are required to administer
the test, but there is no time limit.
(2) Record the child's name, age, school, sex, and
date of administering the test on the scoring sheet.
(3) Read the questions orally to the child and record
his responses.
(4) Before beginning the test, read the following
paragraph exactly as it is written.
Here is a set of questions about how you feel about
yourself.

Some of them are true of you and you will say yes.

Some of them ' are
of you . and so you will say no.
. no.t true
. .
There are no ,.fight or wroi;i.g answlj!rf/, pec,ause you a:i:;e the
only one that can tell us how you feel about you~self.

Answer

the questions the way you really feel you are, and not the
way someone might think you should be. 65 Do you understand?
(If he indicates he does not, repeat the instructions.)
Remember this is not a test, so you can tell me how you
really feel.

65 Ellen V. Piers and Dale B. Harris, The Piers-Harris
Children's Self-Conce~t Scale (Nashville: Counselor Recordings
and Tests, 1969), p . .
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE SCORING SHEET
Child's Name

Birthdate

Teacher

Date of Test

Pretest Factor III

Yes No

Posttest Factor III Yes No

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

6

6

7

7
8
9
10
11
12

8
9

10
11
12

Pretest Factor VI

'

"

Yes No

1
2
3
4
5

Sex

'

'

I

Posttest Factor'VI Yes No
1
2
3

4
5

6

6

7
8

7
8

Total Correct

Total Correct
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APPENDIX C
ACTIVITY I
Originator-Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and Mary
M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
Messages About Me
General Objective
This activity strengthens feelings of self worth.
Materials
(1) Large newsprint
(2) Magic markers
Procedure
Introduce the activity by asking a student to volunteer
to have the outline of his body d·rawn. · on a large piec.~ of paper.
1'

• I,

,I

I

'.1•

I'

''

',

,, '1
,

'
I

,

'

I

I!

1

He may 'lie o~ the, paper ·while anothe; student draws ·the outline.
Post the silhouette where it can be seen, and explain to the
children that they are to dress the silhouette with messages
that they like or respect about the person.
tive comments are not allowed.

Stress that nega-

Use different colored markers

to write the messages in such a fashion as to outline some
clothes for the silhouette.
child's name.

All comments should include the

An example might be:

"Mike runs fast."

Repeat this procedure for all children.
Teacher remarks or questions:
Do you feel good about your silhouette?
46
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ACTIVITY II
Originator-Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and Mary
M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
"Mirror, Mirror"
General Objective
Teach the child to look at and accept himself as
he is.
Materials
(1) Small, round mirror

(2) Book:

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Procedure
Introduce the activity by recalling the story of
Snow White and the magic mirror.

Read the story if the chil-

dren are not already familiar with it.

Explain that you

have a mirror very much like that one, but with this mirror
.you must,say, ."Mirror, mirror oi;i the w,q.1, what do_ yo~ like
about me best of all?"
Each child will look into the mirror and repeat the
words above.

Then he will hold it to his ear as if the mir-

ror is really telling him what it likes about him.

He will

tell the class what the mirror says.
Teacher remarks or questions:
We will put a sign over our large mirror that asks
the same question you asked the small mirror. Each day you
may ask the mirror what it likes about you.
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ACTIVITY III
Originator-Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and Mary
M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
Strength Sharing
General Objective
Teach the children to look for and openly share all
the good things they can think of about each other
Materials
(1) Crown Made from cardboard
(2) Chair
Procedure
Explain to the children that they may take turns
being king or queen for a few minutes each.

Ask for volun-

teers to sit in the special chair and wear the crown.

The

other children are to look for and say only complim_entary
things about the focus. person;
me'an what they ,say.

They must
' ',1

Repeat'the process until each chilq that

desires to has been the focus person.
Teacher remarks or questions:
(1) Was your turn as king or queen enjoyable?

(2) Was it difficult?
(3) Was it embarrassing?

(4) Do you like for people to say good things about
you if they really mean them?
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ACTIVITY IV
Originator-Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and Mary
M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
Validation Statements
General Objective
The child's feeling of self worth is reinforced by
the validation s.tatement from others.
Materials
None
Procedure
The children are told, "Today we are going to talk
about one thing we are proud of about ourselves, and someone
else may back up what we say." You might say, "I am proud of
the way, I behave at lunch."· Jerry might say that he has good
manners.

Another child might say that he is proud of the way

..

he can play ball. . Johnny· could :then say, "I ·like •to· play,:
ball with him." (The teacher may make a validation statement
if a child does not offer one.)

We have one rule which does

not allow us to say, "I can do something better than someone
else."
The children are all encouraged to make one statement
about themselves.

Connnents that are bragging in nature may

be restated by the teacher.
Teacher remarks or questions:
None required as a follow up.
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ACTIVITY V
Originator-Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and Mary
M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
Strengths Game
General Objective
This activity strengthens self concept by naming
positive qualities of the children.
Materials
(1) Note cards
(2) Box

Procedure
The teacher will have prepared two strength cards
for each child.
strength is

The cards will say, "This child's greatest
II

Examples of strengths may be looks,

talents, abilities, or whatever· strength
-the child
possesses
'
.
~hat can be stated truthfully. The cards-'tvi.:11 be 4eposited
in a box, and during the class period, the teacher will draw
out one card to be read.

After the card is read, the chil-

dren will guess who this message was written about.

Then

this child will draw the next card and so on until all of
the cards have been read.
Teacher remarks or questions:
None
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ACTIVITY VI
Originator-Values Clarification, Sidney Simon, Leland W. Howe, •
and Howard Kirschenbaum, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher, Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
All About Me
General Objective
The child will reestablish the values that make up
his self concept.
Materials
(1) Large newsprint
(2) Crayons

Procedure
The children are given a large piece of newsprint
that has lines drawn for four sections.

The child will draw

a•picture every time the teacher asks a question.
time to draw after each question.
are:··

Pause for

The four questions tb ask
'

'

'I

(1) What are you proud of about your looks?

(2) What do you do best?
(3) What makes you happy?
(4) What makes you sad?

After the children have finished, they may share
their pictures if they desire.

The teacher will repeat the

questions as each child shows his pictures.
Teacher remarks or questions:
None
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ACTIVITY VII
Ori inator-Values Clarification, Sidney Simon, Leland W. Howe,
an Howar Kirschenbaum, .a apted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher, Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
Strongly Agree Statements
General Objective
This activity will encourage children to look for
positive qualities in others.
Materials
None
Procedure
Instruct the children to choose partners.

If this

can be done without teacher interference, the comments will
be more valid.

Ask a set of partners to come to the front

of the group, and one of them must tell the class as many
good things a_s he can about his partner.

Every thi11g he says

must be true'. and the other ,partn'er will,'be' inst~µcted to say
one of the following:
"I strongly agree with you."
"You are so smart."
"Would you say that again please?"
The partners may change places after two or three comments.
Give each set of partners a chance to participate.
Teacher remarks or questions:
None
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ACTIVITY VIII
Originator- Instructor, October, 1977, article by Alex Haley,
adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher, Millard
Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
My Family Tree
General Objective
This activity will help children to be proud of their
families, just as their families are proud of them.
Materials
(1) Duplicated picture of a family tree
(2) Catalog pictures of people
(3) Scissors
Procedure
The children will be led into a discussion about
their families.

They will be given the duplicated family

tree,.and the teacher will say, "Here·is
a tree.
.
.
. like• to make' it a f;;rn;iily t'I'ee?

Would you

I, will give :you some, catalog·

pages, and you cut out a pretend picture of the face of your
daddy, mother, sisters, brothers, and you.
Daddy in the center of the tree.

Paste Mother and

Paste your brothers on one

side of the tree and your sisters on the other side.

To

make this tree your very own, paste your picture on the trunk
of the tree."

Allow each child to display his tree after all

are finished.
Teacher remarks or questions:
(1) What are you proud of about your family?
(2) What is your family proud of about you?

i"\'( FAMILY TRtr

-YOU
--
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ACTIVITY IX
Originator- Personalizing Education, Leland W. Howe and
Mary M. Howe, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten
teacher, Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
"I can .

"Statements

General Objective
The child will become aware of the many things he
can do, and therefore develop a feeling of self worth.
Materials
(1) Story called "I know a lot of things."
Procedure
Explain to the class that every one of them can do
a lot of things.

Then read the story to the children.

them to listen for things they can do.
Story:

"I Know a Lot of Things" by Rose Marie Rinaldo
I know that balloons and eggs will break,
And' you can '·t' eat a cake until it's baked.
I know that a hat goes on my he'~d;
I know that people sleep in bed.
I know that cats can climb a tree,
And I'll get wet if it rains on me.
I know that a moutain is very high;
I know that birds fly in the sky.
I know there's an Easter bunny,
And I know that bees make honey.
I know a flower grows,
And I know my feet have toes.
I know the sky is blue,
And that 1 and 1 are 2.
I guess I know ten hundred things:
A circle is round, and a square is square,
And when we breathe, what we breathe is air.

Ask
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I know there's a sun and I. know there's a moon, and
we don't eat breakfast in the afternoon.
And puppies roll and children play,
And Mothers and Daddies work all day.
I know you need crayons for coloring books,
And ladies carry pocketbooks .
Airplanes fly and birds do, too,
And my stocking goes on before my shoe .
And you use a hammer on a nail;
And I know the mailman brings the mail.
I know people dial to talk on phones,
And ice cream goes in ice cream cones.
I'll bet you thought I knew nothing at all,
Just because I'm.very small.
Well surprise, surprise, I know even morel
I know how to get to the candy store.
I know balls can bounce and scissors can cut,
A window can open and a door can shut . . .
And cats like mice, and mice like cheese.
And I know magic words: "Thank you" and "Please."
And cows give milk, and measles give spots;
And, sometimes, doctors give you shots.
And I know that elephants live in the zoo.
But I doubt that I know much more than you!
Teacher remarks or questions:
You may te.11 me what you can do, but you must start
your _sent en Ce
.

Wl.•. th

"I can .

. '
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ACTIVITY X
Originator- Instructor, February, 1978, activity by Marcia
Leverte, adapted by Irene C. Spears, Kindergarten teacher,
Millard Elementary School, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Name of Activity
My class is proud of me.
General Objective
This activity will help the child feel like a worthwhile member of his class.
Materials
None
Procedure
Form a circle and ask for a volunteer to sit in the
middle of it.

He is the center person, and the group must

make comments about why he is important to the class.
teacher may need to help out at times.

The

Some examples are:

Johnny is important, because he reminds us it is lunch time.
Judy is important, because she is always sm~lirig and that
,,

makes us happy.
statements.

I

I

'

'

Remind the students to be honest in their

The child in the center may say thank you after

each compliment.

Two or three comments· are sufficient.

Repeat this procedure until all of the children have participated.
Teacher remarks or questions:
None
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